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Abstract. Datacenter power consumption has a significant impact on both its recurring electricity bill (Op-ex) and one-time construction costs (Cap-ex). Existing work optimizing these costs has relied primarily on throttling devices or workload shaping, both with performance degrading implications. In this paper, we present a novel knob of energy buffer (eBuff) available in the form of UPS batteries in datacenters for this cost optimization. Intuitively, eBuff stores energy in UPS batteries during “valleys” - periods of lower demand, which can be drained during “peaks” - periods of higher demand. UPS batteries are normally used as a fail-over mechanism to transition to captive power sources upon utility failure. Furthermore, frequent discharges can cause UPS batteries to fail prematurely. We conduct detailed analysis of battery operation to figure out feasible operating regions given such battery lifetime and datacenter availability concerns. Using insights learned from this analysis, we develop peak reduction algorithms that combine the UPS battery knob with existing throttling based techniques for minimizing datacenter power costs. Using an experimental platform, we offer insights about Op-ex savings offered by eBuff for a wide range of workload peaks/valleys, UPS provisioning, and application SLA constraints. We find that eBuff can be used to realize 15-45% peak power reduction, corresponding to 6-18% savings in Op-ex across this spectrum. eBuff can also play a role in reducing Cap-ex costs by allowing tighter overbooking of power infrastructure components and we quantify the extent of such Cap-ex savings. To our knowledge, this is the first paper to exploit stored energy - typically lying untapped in the datacenter - to address the peak power draw problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Power and energy consumption of datacenters have come under much scrutiny in recent times due to their contribution to cost, design and reliability constraints, and environmental concerns. In existing datacenter studies, the two terms - energy and power - are often used rather interchangeably. However, these have very different connotations - energy is the integral of power over time - and can have very different implications for datacenter design, operation, and costs. For the same energy consumption, one could have different power draw profiles, each having a different consequence on the design and reliability issues (e.g., sustained peak power correlates to the heat load) as well as on the monthly electricity bill. Some recent studies have started to look at the peak power draw problem by proposing solutions to throttle computing devices [12, 25, 40, 41, 45] and/or shift the workload peak draw temporally/spatially [17, 34]. These solutions can have adverse performance consequences depending on the workload behavior. This paper proposes a complementary solution to this problem of peak power that does not have any performance consequence, by exploiting already existing energy storage (UPS) facilities within the datacenter. It can be combined with existing throttling and workload management techniques to further reduce the peak power draw and/or the duration of this draw.

Peak power has implications on both the one-time capital cost as well as the recurring operational cost of a datacenter. The cost of designing and building a datacenter (capital expenditure or “Cap-ex”) is directly impacted by the datacenter’s peak power requirement, which determines the provisioned capacity of its power infrastructure (utility substations, diesel generators, uninterruptible power supply units, etc.). Current estimates suggest that Cap-ex grows on average with provisioned capacity as $15-20/W [5, 21]. This amounts to a contribution of $150 million to the Cap-ex of a datacenter with a provisioned peak capacity of 10MW.

The other important cost related to peak power comes in the form of the recurring (typically monthly) electricity bill paid to the utility (operational expenditure or “Op-ex”). Several datacenter studies [7, 8, 24, 38] have focused on energy reduction - reducing the KWh consumed per month - to bring down Op-ex. Utilities, however, charge datacenters in rather complicated ways, implying that energy minimization need not coincide with minimization of Op-ex. In particular, two aspects of this complexity in utility billing of datacenters are worth understanding. First, utilities often bill datacenters separately for the peak power they draw over the month (it is important to note the difference between this peak and
the provisioned peak capacity at construction time) in addition to the energy consumed. Unlike the energy component, which is tracked over a month, this peak power component is tracked by utility companies at finer time scales (typically as the maximum of average power drawn over 15-30 minute durations). These tariffs are listed for some major US utilities in Figure 1(a). Figure 1(b) shows the contribution of the peak draw component in the electricity bill as a function of the fraction of time this peak power is drawn. For illustration purposes, we assume that the draw is 50% of the peak for the remaining time. Figure 1(b) also shows the lower bound on the percentage of the bill due to the peak component. With lesser time operating at or near peak regions, the fraction of the bill due to the peak component grows to as high as 40%. Second, the energy tariff in the utility bill, assuming 5c/KWh and 12$/KW, shows 50% of the bill due to peak drops.

Figure 1: Importance of peak power in monthly utility bill. For (b), we assume the draw is 50% of peak, when we are not drawing the peak. As more time is spent operating near peak, the energy component grows, and the fraction of the bill due to peak drops.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Utility</th>
<th>Energy Cost 5c/KWh</th>
<th>Peak Cost 12$/KW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ohio AEP</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>9.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG&amp;E [37]</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Power</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>12.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEPCO</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>7.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Current Commercial Tariffs of some US Electric Utilities (b) Contribution of peak to monthly utility bill, assuming 5c/KWh and 12$/KW

eBuff can allow for a variety of improvements in both Op-ex and Cap-ex. First, it can be used for shaving peaks - hiding them from the utility. eBuff uses stored energy in UPS batteries to reduce the peak power drawn from the utility, resulting in savings related to the peak tariff in Op-ex. Second, eBuff can be used to store energy when it is cheaper, which can then be used to augment the utility when energy prices go up, resulting in savings related to the variable energy tariffs in Op-ex. Third, eBuff can also be used for riding peaks - hiding them from the power infrastructure: eBuff can be used to overbook the power infrastructure capacity, resulting in savings related to Cap-ex. Although eBuff has general applicability dealing with all three of these, in this paper, we focus on the first aspect of using eBuff to reduce the peak power draw from utility and present our analysis and results in this context. We also discuss how eBuff can be adopted for reducing costs related to the other two issues.

Unlike existing techniques for power cost reduction, such as device throttling, workload shifting/scheduling, etc., eBuff has no performance degrading consequences. Furthermore, it can (i) supplement these techniques to amplify their benefits, as well as (ii) complement them in regions where these techniques degrade performance.

Key Challenge In Using eBuff: UPS is an essential component of a datacenter, whose only purpose today is to become an active power source for a few seconds until the diesel generator is activated upon power outages. Most UPS units store energy (charged during power availability) using batteries, which typically have capacities to run the datacenter for several minutes. However, they are rarely used for this purpose, and usually become active for only a few seconds until the captive diesel generator kicks in. When we exploit this device for storage, it is extremely critical to ensure that UPS battery lifetime and datacenter availability are not compromised. Since battery usage impacts both datacenter availability (reduced residual capacity) and battery lifetime (frequent charge/discharge cycles), it is very important for a datacenter using eBuff to identify feasible lifetime-availability-cost trade-offs.

Research Contributions

- We conduct a detailed feasibility analysis of battery usage to arrive at operating points (when to use? how much to use?) constrained by battery capacity/lifetime and datacenter availability. Using a diverse set of realistic power demands, we find that eBuff can be very effective for cost reduction in datacenters with tall and narrow power peaks. However, eBuff is not a panacea - its effectiveness decreases as the peak width increases (due to battery lifetime/capacity issues), where other knobs might be preferable over it.

- Based on the insights gained, we develop a hybrid peak reduction technique that shows how eBuff can be cleverly augmented with the existing CPU throttling knob to realize higher peak power reduction at much lower performance impact, compared to using throttling alone.

- In a scaled-down experimental platform, we develop a series of insights regarding the cost benefits offered by eBuff for a range of workload peaks/valleys and SLA constraints. We find that with currently provisioned UPS capacities, eBuff offers 15-45% peak reduction, corresponding to 6-18% savings in Op-ex over this spectrum. We present a cost-benefit analysis of addi-
2.2 Role of eBuff in Optimizing Power Costs

we assume \( N=1 \) in the rest of this paper. Solutions can also be adapted to \( N+1 \) redundancy, though power lines from the utility incorporate redundancy. Our equipment (servers, switches, and storage). IT equipment

curs a conversion loss of about 10-15%. This loss occurs converted from AC to DC (to store in batteries) and is again converted from DC to AC (to power servers) and thus incurs a conversion loss of about 10-15%. This loss occurs during normal operation of a datacenter and not when the energy stored in UPS batteries is used to power the datacenter. Power from UPS units is fed to the Power Distribution Units (PDUs) which route power to racks. Racks host IT equipment (servers, switches, and storage). IT equipment these days incorporate dual power supplies for redundancy, and each of these draws power from one of the UPS units. This provides a complete redundant power path from UPS to IT equipment. Tier-3 datacenters mandate that even the power lines from the utility incorporate redundancy. Our solutions can also be adapted to \( N+1 \) redundancy, though we assume \( N=1 \) in the rest of this paper.

2. EBUFF-BASED DATACENTER: BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

2.1 Datacenter Power Hierarchy

Power enters the datacenter through a utility substation, which acts as its primary power source. Datacenters also employ Diesel Generators (DGs) as a secondary backup power source. An Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS) is employed to switch between these. Upon a utility failure, it takes about 10-20 seconds to transition to the DG. Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems are employed to bridge this time gap. We show these components with a 1+1-redundant UPS unit in Figure 2(a). Datacenters typically employ double-conversion UPS, which has zero transfer-time (unlike standby UPS) to batteries upon an outage. In a double-conversion UPS, the incoming power is first converted from AC to DC (to store in batteries) and is again converted from DC to AC (to power servers) and thus incurs a conversion loss of about 10-15%. This loss occurs during normal operation of a datacenter and not when the energy stored in UPS batteries is used to power the datacenter. Power from UPS units is fed to the Power Distribution Units (PDUs) which route power to racks. Racks host IT equipment (servers, switches, and storage). IT equipment
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Figure 2: Incorporating eBuff in current datacenters. Proposed enhancements are shown in dotted lines in (a).
a step function in capacity growth, which is not continuous. For instance, if we need higher than 8-10 minutes, we would need to go to a 20 or a 40 minute capacity in the APC family [1]. eBuff techniques can be made to exploit lower battery capacities as well, though the effectiveness would improve with higher capacities. Rather than argue for a higher capacity/provisioning, our intention here is to merely point out that eBuff is one technique to readily exploit any existing over-provisioning - whether it be in the UPS power rating with respect to the average draw, or whether it be in the battery capacity to sustain a longer duration. In our evaluations, we consider a spectrum of scenarios - from tightly provisioned systems to more conservative provisioning.

**Datacenter Availability.** Since UPS is crucial to the continued operation of datacenter, it is important to ensure that UPS discharges with eBuff does not degrade datacenter availability. To understand the impact of UPS battery usage on datacenter availability, we build a continuous-time Markov model. This model uses available failure/recovery rates of utility, DG and, UPS units, captures battery runtime as discrete charge states, and incorporates UPS battery charge/dischARGE events and DG transition time. In the interest of space, we do not present our model and we will refer to our technical report [20] for details. We present the availability of the datacenter in Figure 2(a) for varying battery runtimes in Table 1. We find that even a battery runtime of just one minute achieves five 9’s of availability. With higher runtimes, however, the availability improvement slows down. Specifically, five minute runtime realizes the same availability (upto six 9’s) as ten minutes. We employ eBuff such that it always leaves five minute reserve charge in batteries to allow safe DG transitions. For alternate availability stipulations, a datacenter may choose a corresponding reserve charge level for eBuff.

**UPS Battery Lifetime/Lifespan.** A final concern is the possible lowering of UPS battery lifetime due to more frequent charge/discharges. Note that this concern applies only to the battery packs within the UPS. The rest of the UPS circuitry is unaffected by eBuff mechanisms and is typically replaced once every 10-12 years independently of the state of the batteries. Battery lifetime issue is extensively discussed in the next section, and we show how we can impose a lower bound on lifetime and constrain its use accordingly. Though the framework is general, we use a lifetime lower bound of 4 years in our experimental results, which is in line with the depreciation of IT equipment in many organizations. It is to be noted that regardless of eBuff, lead-acid batteries inherently have a lifespan of 3-5 years for numerous reasons such as grid corrosion, dry-out, etc. [32].

### Table 1: Availability estimate for the datacenter shown in Figure 2(a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Battery runtime</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 minute</td>
<td>0.99999590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td>0.99999770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 minutes</td>
<td>0.99999900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 minutes</td>
<td>0.99999949</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discharge Behavior of a UPS.** The UPS “runtime” for a load level (or power drawn from UPS) measures the time over which the UPS discharges starting from a fully charged state, until it does not have sufficient charge to sustain the required power draw. In Figure 3(a), we present the runtime chart of the 100KW UPS (chart available on APC Web site). We see that the runtime does not scale linearly with the load due to high energy losses at higher load levels. For instance, the UPS shown in Figure 3(a) runs for 236 minutes at 20% load but has a runtime of only 76 minutes (instead of 118 minutes) when the load is doubled to 40%.

**UPS Lifetime.** This depends on several factors including: (i) number of times it undergoes charging/discharging, (ii) extent of discharge during its operation, and (iii) issues such as grid corrosion, dry-out, etc. [32]. Each charge/dischARGE cycle causes active material (e.g. lead) to be shed from the electrode plates of the batteries, gradually reducing its amount and hence the lifetime [28]. For a given cycle, the “depth of discharge” (DoD) of a battery represents the fraction of total battery capacity discharged from the battery when recharging begins. DoD is expressed as a percentage of the maximum battery capacity. For example, a fully discharged battery would be described by a DoD of 100%. UPS lifetime is expressed as the number of cycles (N(x)) it would last on average before becoming inoperable (thus necessitating replacement of batteries) for a given value of DoD (x). Lifetime charts are typically provided by battery manufacturers based on rigorous lab measurements [28,31]. This is pictorially shown in Figure 3(b). For illustration, the figure shows one point indicating that if this UPS is always recharged upon reaching an average DoD of 20%, it is expected to last 2800 such cycles, i.e. lifetime of 4 years assuming 2 discharges per day to a DoD of 20%.

#### 3.1 Implications on eBuff Operation

We express the above implications as constraints that must hold each time an eBuff discharge duration begins. We define a discharge duration Δ_i as a contiguous period
of time \([t_i, t_j]\) during which a constant amount \(P_{ups}(\Delta_{ij})\) of power is drawn from the UPS, with the remaining \(P_{limit} = P_{peak}(\Delta_{ij}) - P_{ups}(\Delta_{ij})\) coming from the utility (as explained in Section 2.2). Let us denote by \(D_{start}(\Delta_{ij})\) and \(D_{end}(\Delta_{ij})\) the DoD at the start and end of this discharge duration, respectively. Let \(R(P_{ups}(\Delta_{ij}))\) denote the maximum duration for which \(P_{ups}(\Delta_{ij})\) units of power can be drawn from the UPS (obtained from Figure 3(a)). We have, \(D_{end}(\Delta_{ij}) = D_{start}(\Delta_{ij}) + \left(\frac{(t_j - t_i)}{R(P_{ups}(\Delta_{ij}))}\right) \cdot 100\). We consider eBuff operation over a finite time horizon \(H\), say a day.

**Capacity Constraint.** eBuff must always have enough battery capacity at \(t_i\), given by \(D_{end}(\Delta_{ij}) < 100\%\).

**Battery Lifetime Constraint.** We derive a lifetime constraint to ensure that eBuff satisfies specified battery lifetime \(Life_{ups}\). Recall that \(N(x)\) denotes the average number of charge/discharge cycles for a battery before it becomes inoperable when discharged to a DoD level of \(x\) (see Figure 3(b)). Assuming a uniform rate of degradation in lifetime, the number of allowable discharges to a DoD of \(x\) is at most \(\frac{N(x) \cdot H}{Life_{ups}}\) during \(H\). The lifetime charts of UPS units only capture a limited amount of information about the impact of discharges on battery lifetime. First, they only capture the impact of a discharge duration for a fully charged UPS, i.e., for \(D_{start}(\Delta_{ij}) = 100\). Second, lifetime charts do not provide a way to combine the impact of two or more discharge durations that leave the batteries at different DoD levels \(D_{end}(\cdot)\). Consequently, we make the following conservative estimates: (i) even for \(D_{start}(\Delta_{ij}) < 100\), we estimate the impact on lifetime based on assuming \(D_{start}(\Delta_{ij}) = 100\), and (ii) if \(D_{max}\) is the maximum DoD during \(H\), we assume \(D_{end}(\Delta_{ij}) = D_{max}\) for all \(\Delta_{ij}\) in \(H\). This leaves us with the following upper bound on the number of discharge durations \(n(H)\) allowed during \(H\): \(n(H) \leq \frac{N(D_{max}) \cdot H}{Life_{ups}}\).

**Availability Constraint.** Recall from Section 2.3 that based on our Markov model for datacenter availability, we always leave at least 5 minutes of reserve charge in UPS batteries. Let us denote by \(D_{avail}\) the DoD corresponding to this 15 minutes. \(D_{avail}\) would be set to 66%. Therefore, we need for all discharge durations \(\Delta_{ij}: D_{end}(\Delta_{ij}) \leq D_{avail}\).

### 3.2 Understanding Our eBuff Constraints

![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 4:** The maximum amount of time UPS can be operated per day at specified power draw for lifetime constraints of 3 and 4 years.

For an intuitive understanding of the above constraints, consider eBuff operation over the duration of a day (\(H = 24\) hours). For different power draw \((P_{ups})\) from the UPS, we vary the number of discharge cycles per day and calculate the maximum amount of time eBuff can be operated per day within lifetime constraints of 3 and 4 years. We present results for a 1+1 redundancy configuration of the 100 KW APC UPS in Figure 4 for which a 5 minute reserved headroom (to ensure availability as in Section 2.3) corresponds to \(D_{avail} = 80\%\). This curve illustrates the trade-offs between how much we want to discharge the batteries versus how long we want to use the batteries per day. E.g., for \(P_{ups} = 20\%\) an excess (over and beyond \(P_{limit}\)) power draw of 20 KW can be sourced from UPS for at most 125 minutes (around 2 hours) a day with a lifetime constraint of 4 years.

### 4. PEAK SHAVING ALGORITHMS FOR OPERATIONAL REDUCTION

Reducing peak demand has a linear impact on the utility bill. However, the knob used to reduce this demand can have other consequences. For instance, when using battery, there can be energy wastage due to charge/discharge cycles. CPU power state modulation, another well-known knob, can also reduce peak power, but can degrade performance. In the rest of this paper, we refer to these knobs as "battery" and "throttling". We consider the problem of minimizing workload peak power consumption using the above two knobs with the following three constraints, (i) UPS constraints on capacity, lifetime, and availability (as developed in Section 3.1), (ii) power/performance trade-offs offered by CPU throttling states in our hardware for the given workload (as in Table 2 for the SPECjbb workload, which is discussed in the next section), and (iii) constraints describing workload SLA. This is a min-max problem similar to those studied in other contexts [26]. Whereas workload prediction is an essential component of a solution for such min-max problems, it is orthogonal to our research focus in this paper. Therefore, we focus on the design of an offline algorithm that assumes knowledge of the workload’s power demands (for a time horizon \(H = 1\) day). A large body of prior work exists on characterizing and predicting realistic datacenter workloads [9, 27], and exploring the efficacy of such prediction techniques on eBuff is part of our future work.

Our generic algorithm is provided as input a time-series \(\{P_{demand}(t)\}_{t=1}^{T}\) which we refer to as a “Demand Curve”. Its elements represent datacenter power demands averaged over non-intersecting windows of length \(b\) each, for the time horizon \(H\). The algorithm outputs the feasibility of achieving the given \(P_{limit}\) as well as when/how battery and CPU throttling should be used for achieving it. The main idea behind the algorithm is to iteratively go from the tallest to the smallest peak(s) in \(P_{demand}(t)\) to see whether a knob can be used to shave off that(those) peak(s) to the height of the next higher peak(s). This stems from the observation that the highest peak determines the billing, and shaving one peak to a height below that of another (which is not shaveable) does not help save costs.

If the knob that is to be used is the battery, then we need to ensure that (i) there is enough capacity in the battery for the appropriate level of shaving, (ii) the number of times that it is discharged over \(H\) is less than or equal to \(n(H)\) to ensure minimum lifetime guarantees, and (iii) no discharge takes the battery below \(D_{start}\) to ensure availability stipulations. The iteration stops when any of these constraints (refer section 3) cannot be met. Though not discussed here, our algorithm also accounts for the power spike induced due to UPS charging process, immediately after connecting the UPS back to utility followed by a discharge.
If the knob is CPU power state modulation, the algorithm looks up the performance-power model (as in Table 2 discussed in the next section for our workload) to find the best performance state to achieve the required peak shaving. The iteration stops if the resulting performance does not meet SLA stipulations, or if there is no power state to provide the required power reduction.

5. OUR EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM

We use a scaled-down experimental setup (Figure 5) consisting of three DELL servers with two Intel Xeon 3.4GHz processors each, running RedHat Linux 5.0, to illustrate our approach. The face-plate rating of these servers is 450W. The idle power consumption of our servers is around 160W and the peak power that we attain on a server with our workload is 320W. The dynamic power consumption can be modulated with several active power states including 4 DVFS states (P-states: 3.4GHz, 3.2GHz, 3.0GHz, and 2.8GHz, each at a different voltage level) and 8 clock throttling possibilities (T-states: 12.5%, 25%, ..., 100%). These servers are directly connected to a 1000W UPS from APC [1] which, in turn, is connected to one of the outlets of a 1200W PDU. The UPS is capable of reporting its load and remaining battery runtime over an RS232 serial interface. Our PDU is capable of dynamically switching ON/OFF the power supply to the UPS (switches shown in Figure 2(a)) in response to SNMP commands it receives over Ethernet. We employ this functionality of the PDU to control when our UPS discharges. Our PDU can report power draw from the wall socket once every second, thus capturing the utility power load for our setup. We use a separate machine (“Peak Demand Enforcer”) to send throttling commands to each server when necessary and to remotely turn ON/OFF UPS. It is important to note the following two differences between our experimental setup and a real datacenter environment:

(i) While the capacity of our UPS limits the number of servers that can be connected (3 in this case), unlike a real datacenter where hundreds/thousands of servers are powered by the UPS, we can still study peak power reduction relative to this scaled down version allowing us to consider two representative points of datacenter operation - one where the peak draw is around 64% of the provisioned capacity (2 server experiment called S1) and another where we get close (96%) to the provisioned capacity (3 server experiment called S2). Note that in the latter case, we are going well-beyond the face-plate rating (450W), and have aggressively “over-booked” the UPS power capacity.

(ii) Since we are mimicking the behavior of a 1+1 redundant UPS configuration with a single unit in our setup, we consider batteries with 40 (20+20) minutes (called U1) and 20 (10+10) minutes (called U2) of runtime at the highest load, and present results for both. Without a large-scale study of several UPS units spanning several years, one cannot run meaningful lifetime or availability measurements, and we have to simply rely on analytical constraints explained in the previous section. We set \( L_{\text{ups}} \) as 75% for \( U_1 \) and 50% for \( U_2 \) (corresponding to 5 minutes of reserve capacity) and \( L_{\text{ups}} \) as 4 years for all our experiments.

Workloads. We use SPECjbb [43], a 3-tiered benchmark which emulates server-side Java applications. This application can be configured to run at various workload intensity levels expressed in percentages. The performance metric of SPECjbb is its throughput expressed as the number of transactions handled per second. We run SPECjbb on one of our experimental servers and report its power consumption and throughput at various workload intensities normalized to the highest power state in Table 2. Each server exhibits a dynamic power range between 160-320W, and we replicate the same workload on all the servers in our experiments. The load on the UPS can thus range between 480-960 W with 3 servers and between 320-640W with 2 servers. The table shows that we can reduce peak power demand by as much as 45% with power state modulation, but this comes with a severe performance penalty of 90%.

Using SPECjbb, we construct four representative power demand curves (\( P_{\text{demand}}(t) \)) that are shown in Figure 6(a). Our demand curves are designed to represent the diverse peak characteristics that we observe with four type of real-workload: (i) ‘Flash’ has tall and narrow (15 minutes) peaks that are caused by flash crowds seen by many video-streaming/e-commerce applications [30], (ii) ‘TCS’ has moderately tall peaks lasting a little longer (1 hour), corresponding to a production datacenter workload of TCS, an IT services company [44], (iii) ‘Google’ has shorter but wider (3 hours) peaks similar to the Google cluster trace [23], and, (iv) ‘MSN’ has tall and very wide (8 hours) peaks similar to the Microsoft messenger workload [9]. We capture these
different power characteristics in our demand curves by varying the SPECjbb workload intensity every 15-minutes at all servers over a 1-hour window. For example, a power draw of 850W in the demand curve corresponds to running SPECjbb on 3 servers at the 80% intensity during that 15-minute window. We set the peak width and height of our demand curves based on the characteristics of the representative workload. Flash, TCS, Google, and MSN have peak heights that follow a Pareto distribution whose mean is 95%, 85%, 75% and 95% of the maximum power demand and their peak widths are 15 minutes, 1 hour, 3 hours, and 8 hours, respectively. We assume the number of peaks to be 5, 3, 2, and 1, respectively, for the four workloads, spaced evenly during the 1-day horizon. The power draw is assumed to be 50% of the maximum power demand for the non-peak durations of the demand curves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UPS config.</th>
<th>1000W UPS [1], $L_i/f_{cap}=4$ yrs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UPS peak power headroom</td>
<td>$S_1$ (2 Servers = (1000-320°2)/1000 = 36%), $S_2$ (3 Servers = (1000-320°3)/1000 = 4%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery config.</td>
<td>$U_1$ (20-20 minutes), $U_2$ (10-10 minutes). $D_{throt}$=75% for $U_1$ and 50% for $U_2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workload (SPECjbb [43])</td>
<td>Flash (Tall and Narrow peaks), TCS (Moderate peak width/height), Google (Shorter and Wide peaks), MSN (Tall and Wide peaks).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Configuration parameters

Figure 6(a) shows the aggregate demand curve across all servers for the 3 server configuration. For clarity, we do not present MSN in the figure, which just has a single peak per day of about 900-950W lasting for 8 hours. A 2/3 scaling of these demand curves gives the aggregate for the 2 server configuration. Finally, we use a wide range of SLA specifications for evaluating the performance impact of the ‘throttling’ knob, with our metric being tolerance factor in the 95th percentile SPECjbb throughput.

Table 3 summarizes our design space.

6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We have presented two broad knobs - UPS battery and Throttling - to be employed by our peak reduction algorithm. We refer to these as Only Battery and Only Throttle, and use these to evaluate the effectiveness of these two knobs (in isolation) for reducing peak power. We present results for Flash and Google with $P_{max}$ of 650W and 600W, respectively, using Only Battery and Only Throttle in Figures 6(b) and (c). We use configurations $S_2$ and $U_1$ for this result. The modified demand curves in the figure indicate the power profile after applying the knobs. For clarity, we zoom in on a smaller time duration in these figures. With throttling as the only knob, Flash requires that the power state (2.8Ghz, 50% clk.) be used during the peak to achieve the desired $P_{limit}$ of 650W. Flash has narrow and tall peaks (CPU utilization close to 90%) and, therefore, suffers a performance degradation of about 33%. With battery as the only knob, however, there is no impact on performance, while adhering to the 4-year lifetime constraint - undergoing 5 discharges per day, each with DoD of less than 10%. On the other hand, Google (wider and shorter peaks) suffers little performance degradation with Only Throttle - a mere 5% at (2.8Ghz, 87.5 clk.) - since its peaks do not saturate the server CPUs. However, battery as the only knob does not achieve the desired $P_{max}$ of 600W (see Figure 6(c)) within the lifetime constraint, and is able to only get to 685W. Wider peaks lead to higher DoD levels, causing lower lifetimes, and hence Only Battery is not as effective in such scenarios if we set lifetime bounds. These examples illustrate that the efficacy of a knob depends on workload characteristics.

Given the relative merits of each knob across these two diverse demand curves, we develop a simple hybrid approach, and refer it as Hybrid which combines both these knobs. Hybrid uses the battery knob up to the extent allowed by the lifetime/availability constraints and then uses the throttling knob, while adhering to the SLA constraints. Hybrid adjust the fraction of peak shaved using these two knobs depending on the SLA and battery constraints. We now evaluate the efficacy of Hybrid on reducing peak demand.

Improved performance using eBuff. Figure 7 shows the performance degradation (in SPECjbb throughput) for Flash, TCS, Google, and, MSN when subjected to different degrees of peak reduction using Only Throttle and Hybrid. We use $U_1$ and $S_2$ configuration for these results. It can be seen that, as we move to increasing levels of peak reduction, Only Throttle suffers from very high performance degradation for all our workloads. This is because, for achieving higher levels of peak reduction, Only Throttle have to use the clock-throttling states, which significantly degrades performance (see Table 2). Hybrid helps to either completely eliminate the use of clock-throttling states (in case of Flash and TCS) or reduces the extent of its usage (for Google), resulting in improved performance. For example, for Flash, TCS, and Google, whereas Only Throttle suffers performance degradation between 50-80% for realizing 40% peak reduction, Hybrid incurs less than 10% performance degradation. We see in Figure 7(c) that neither Only Throttle nor Hybrid is able to achieve 40% peak reduction for Google. This is because, the SPECjbb workload becomes unstable and ceases to run, when subjected to Only Throttle (87.5% clock throttling for 40% peak reduction). Also, Hybrid offers only up to 35% peak reduction within the battery operation constraints.

![Figure 8: Savings in bill due to peak reduction offered by Only Throttle and Hybrid for 10% SLA.](image)

It can also be seen that MSN with 8 hours of peak (due to very high depth of discharge and limited battery capacity) does not get much help from the battery knob and therefore Hybrid is similar to Only Throttle. Though not shown in the figure, Only Battery is able to reduce, 35%, 20%, 10% and 1.5% of peak for Flash, TCS, Google, and, MSN respectively, within its lifetime/capacity constraints. In general, Hybrid is able to realize high levels of peak reduction at much lower performance impact than Only Throttle.

Cost Savings. We assume energy priced at 5c/kWh with the peak tariff given as $12/kW, comparable to tariffs of
Duke/Ohio AEP. We empirically measure energy wastage due to UPS charge/discharge process and find it to be 0.20-0.28 times the overall energy discharged from our UPS. Accounting for this wastage, Figure 6 shows the cost savings offered by Only Throttle and Hybrid for the 10% SLA scenario. We compare these with the maximum attainable cost reduction for each demand curve (calculated by hypothetically shaving the entire peak with an infinite battery with no energy wastage). We find the contribution of energy wastage to be less than 1% of the savings due to peak reduction, thus has a negligible impact. Consequently, the cost savings graph has a direct correlation with the peak reductions. Hybrid comes quite close to the ideal cost reductions possible (18%, 15% and 8% for Flash, TCS, and Google, respectively) as shown in the figure, except for MSN whose peak is too wide and tall for the battery to have any effect. In fact, for MSN, throttling couldn’t offer much help either (only 4% savings), due to its high CPU utilization and the assumed SLA constraint of 10%. Note that the cost savings due to peak reduction crucially depend on the fraction of server idle power to the actual peak power (since idle power affects average energy). If we assume a server where idle power contributes to only 25% of peak (unlike 50% on our experimental servers), the cost savings would increase to 27%, 26%, 15% and 6% for Flash, TCS, Google, and, MSN respectively, for the 10% SLA constraint.

It is harder to quantify Cap-ex savings due to lack of information about the power infrastructure component costs. An alternate way to characterize Cap-ex gains is to consider the following “dual”: how many additional IT equipment can be safely connected to the same power infrastructure [12,19] (such that the episodes of $P_{peak}$ exceeding $P_{prev}$ are still negligible). The peak reductions offered by Hybrid for 10% SLA (45%, 40%, and, 25% for Flash, TCS, and, Google in Figure 7), can translate in to attaching one more server to our PDU (assuming UPS is placed below the PDU in the power hierarchy, say at server level). For example, we are now able to connect 4 servers (as opposed to only 3) to our PDU. Although the overall power consumption of the 4 servers may exceed the capacity of the 1200W PDU. Hybrid shave peaks above $P_{prev}=1200W$, allowing operation with this overbooked PDU.

Impact of Provisioning Practices. We consider two aspects of UPS provisioning existing in current datacenters: (i) the potential peak power draw offered by the UPS relative to the actual peak draw ($S_1$ vs. $S_2$ where the latter draws 50% higher power at the peak compared to the former and leaves only 4% headroom in provisioning), and (ii) the runtime offered by the UPS batteries at the peak load ($U_1$ vs. $U_2$ where the former can run twice as long as the latter).

We use $CP_1$ to denote a configuration pair of UPS and server configurations. $CP_1(U_1, S_1)$ denotes the most conservative provisioning (best for peak reduction) and $CP_2(U_2, S_2)$ denotes the most aggressive provisioning (worst for peak reduction). The other two configurations, $CP_2(U_1, S_2)$ and $CP_2(U_2, S_1)$ lie in between, where $CP_2$ has a higher bias favoring the battery (since it has twice the battery capacity compared to the other whose peak load has dropped only by a third). We study the impact of Hybrid and compare its peak reductions with those obtainable for Only Throttle (with a 10% SLA constraint) for Flash and Google in
and 400-500$/KWh for VRB batteries [6]. While more expensive, they find them to be 100-300$/KWh for sealed lead-acid batteries (S1) and 3 (S2) servers, since Only Throttle results will not be any different between U1 and U2. As expected, when we proceed from most conservative (CP1) to most aggressive provisioning (CP4), peak reduction offered by Hybrid decreases. However, even with aggressive provisioning practices (CP3, CP4), Hybrid achieves up to 30% reduction in peak for Flash and TCS (TCS not shown in figure). For Google, which is less favorable to the battery, Hybrid still achieves 17-25% reduction in peak, higher than what is achieved with Only Throttle. MSN (not shown in figure) realizes up to 16% peak reduction for CP1, compared to only 12% with CP2. Note that today’s datacenters are more in the CP3 category, and these results reiterate the importance of eBuff/hybrid techniques for today’s datacenters.

Figure 9: Impact of provisioning on peak power reduction using Hybrid (compared to Only Throttle) with 10% SLA. Each group of 4 bars corresponds to CP1, CP2, CP3, and CP4 from left to right.

Figure 6. Note that the horizontal lines in these graphs correspond to peak reduction for Only Throttle with 2 (S1) and 3 (S2) servers, since Only Throttle results will not be any different between U1 and U2. As expected, when we proceed from most conservative (CP1) to most aggressive provisioning (CP4), peak reduction offered by Hybrid decreases. However, even with aggressive provisioning practices (CP3, CP4), Hybrid achieves up to 30% reduction in peak for Flash and TCS (TCS not shown in figure). For Google, which is less favorable to the battery, Hybrid still achieves 17-25% reduction in peak, higher than what is achieved with Only Throttle. MSN (not shown in figure) realizes up to 16% peak reduction for CP1, compared to only 12% with CP2. Note that today’s datacenters are more in the CP3 category, and these results reiterate the importance of eBuff/hybrid techniques for today’s datacenters.

Summary of Key Insights.

(i) Battery is preferable for tall and narrow peaks; throttling is preferable for wider and lower peaks.
(ii) Cost benefits due to peak reduction significantly outweigh the cost incurred due to battery energy wastage.
(iii) Hybrid technique combining battery and throttling do much better than using the knobs in isolation.
(iv) Hybrid technique is able to dynamically adapt to different workload demands and SLAs.
(v) Hybrid technique stands to gain substantially with any UPS over-provisioning (either in peak power or battery capacity) that may exist in today’s datacenters. Even with aggressive provisioning going forward, hybrid techniques can provide better savings than pure throttling.
(vi) Additional investments on UPS battery may prove profitable for Op-ex cost reduction for workloads with peak durations that are less than 4 hours.

7. RELATED WORK

Much of the early work on datacenter power focused on reducing the energy consumption by moving workloads off under-utilized servers and shutting them down [7–9, 14, 24, 38]. Numerous studies have also proposed techniques to trade-off performance with energy reduction [3, 10, 25, 33, 35, 46]. The impact of peak power on provisioning has been looked at from both provisioning for IT equipment - maximizing the utilization of the datacenter power infrastructure [12, 13, 19, 29, 36] as well as the cooling cost viewpoint [2, 42]. There have been a number of control techniques to cap power using some kind of throttling [16, 22, 40, 41, 45] and workload shaping [17, 34] temporally (moving the load over time to less critical points) and/or spatially (moving workloads across the datacenter). As mentioned earlier, our work proposes a complementary technique which can be used in conjunction with these earlier proposals. To our knowledge, storing energy for reduction of peak power needs of IT equipment is entirely novel. Closest to our domain is theoretical work on peak power reduction in residential buildings using batteries [4]. However, not being in the datacenter context, they ignore issues related to battery charge/discharges and lifetime, availability and provisioning concerns, which are very critical in determining the feasibility of stored energy for datacenter power management. An analogous idea which is used in buildings (and some datacenters) for cooling is thermal energy storage - such as brine chillers which generate ice during less expensive periods, for lowering demand during peak periods. Battery management has been primarily examined from the mobile/embedded context [15, 47] and in cyber-physical systems [48] where the drain rate is adjusted to elongate the time of operation.
8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The intention of this paper is to introduce the idea of energy buffers, and demonstrate its feasibility to reduce datacenters power costs. As opposed to previous techniques which attempt to shape the power consumption (either by workload shaping or throttling) to meet power availability, we have proposed a novel way by which we can do the reverse - storing the energy when available and using it to shape the power capacity so as to meet the consumption needs. We have shown how we can design mechanisms to exploit this idea given constraints of battery lifetimes, availability and electricity costs, and combine it with throttling based techniques in interesting ways. We have shown that hybrid approaches combining batteries and throttling can realize much higher performance for the desired cost savings across a spectrum of workloads and platform configurations using an experimental prototype. There are several directions for further research:

(i) Even though we have shown eBuff serving its purpose in existing current UPS configurations, we plan to investigate in detail, the cost-benefit trade-offs associated with (a) procuring larger battery capacities, (b) deploying vanadium-redox batteries with hardened lifetime, and, (c) using server-level UPS batteries (like in Google servers [18]) for Op-ex and Cap-ex reduction.

(ii) We can extend our hybrid (battery + throttling) techniques with workload shaping and scheduling for better dynamic adaptation. Further, we intend to investigate a mix of workloads having different SLAs co-existing in the datacenter, with possibly different knobs being used for each.

(iii) Once we introduce the notion of energy storage, it opens the door to interesting topics for further study on how to manage this energy - what is the quantum (size) for management? can we allocate this to servers/applications? can we overbook this resource? what are the abstractions/system calls that the operating system should export? The storage feature of this resource gives a different perspective to these questions compared to traditional power management.

(iv) While the discussions and results in this paper are given specifically for battery-based UPS, there are ideas to extend from here to other UPS technologies, e.g., flywheels. When the energy storage capacity is not sufficient for more than a few seconds of operation, we note that captive diesel generators (DG) could step in to handle the peak loads. One should, of course, include the unit cost of such generation (which is typically around 1.5-2.0 times the cost of procurement from the utility) in developing such a mechanism. In fact, one could now envision a “multi-level energy buffer” management scenario spanning batteries and DGs.

(v) With the increasing push for renewable energy, such as solar/wind, the vagaries of availability makes energy storage even more critical. Hence, even if UPS units evolve into storage units that can sustain the load for only a few seconds, this work has a lot of applicability towards managing (possibly captive) renewable energy storage for datacenters.

Regardless of the extent of cost savings offered by eBuff, it is a knob that comes for relatively free - so why not use it?
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